MOVIE STUDY PROMOTES INSTRUCTION INTEREST

Joe Novak, Bel-Air C. C. (Los Angeles district) recently rated by a syndicate golf writer as fifth among the world's leading golf instructors, but who is a star instructor nevertheless, is an ardent advocate of movies in golf instruction.

Writing to Charley Ziebarth, sec. of Bell & Howell, makers of Filmo movie equipment, Joe tells of an elderly doctor from Nevada who recently visited Bel Air. Joe says there is no pro at the small wild-west course from which the medico hailed, so the doctor and his friends have been relying on movie instruction. The doctor, a man in his 60's, shot Bel Air in 92 as his initial round on a championship course.

Novak points out that the amateurs who can get interested in movie instruction become the best customers.

NEW COMBINATION LOCK FOR GOLFERS' USE

Chicago, Ill.—Dudley Lock Corp. has developed a combination lock device insuring maximum safety and privacy for locked locker contents. The new lock is self locking and the user is protected against his own negligence. It is easy to forget to turn the dial after closing a combination, but with the new Dudley device it is not necessary. The shackle is pushed into the lock case—the rest is automatic. The lock locks itself and at the same time the dial (or knob) springs to a new point, thus disguising all clue to the combination.

In country clubs, sometimes, the outer locker is made accessible to the locker boy or service man so that he may replace clothing or cleaned shoes. In such cases a different combination can be used for the inner compartment.
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